EAT, DRINK and BE HAPPY
San Diego’s Michelin-recognized Restaurants

Whether it’s fine dining and fancy cocktails or fresh seafood and pasta best enjoyed family-style, San Diego’s culinary scene is creative, diverse and delicious. Here are the city’s restaurants as recognized by the Michelin Guide.

BALBOA PARK
1 ARTIFACT AT MINGEI

BANKERS HILL
2 CUCINA URBABA
3 CICCOIA OSTERIA
4 SALUD

BARRIO LOGAN
5 LITTLE FRENCHIE
6 SERRA COASTAL CUISINE

CORONADO
5 LITTLE FRENCHIE
6 SERRA COASTAL CUISINE

DEL MAR
7 ADDISON

EAST VILLAGE
8 CALLIE
9 LOLA 55
10 SOVEREIGN

GOLDEN HILL
11 KINGFISHER

HARBOR ISLAND
12 COASTERRA

HILLCREST
13 GREAT MAPLE
14 TRUST

KEARNY MESA
15 HIDDEN FISH
16 MENYA ULTRA

LA JOLLA
17 A.R. VALENTIEN
18 CATANIA
19 HIMITSU
20 NINE-TEN
21 PUESTO

LIBERTY STATION
22 SOLARE

LITTLE ITALY
23 BORN & RAISED
24 CLOAK & PETAL
25 CRAFT & COMMERCE
26 HERB & WOOD
27 JUNIPER & IVY
28 KETTNER EXCHANGE
29 MORNING GLORY

MARINA DISTRICT
30 ANIMAE

MISSION HILLS
31 PORT OAK
32 SUSHI TADOKORO

NORTH PARK
33 MABEL'S GONE FISHING
34 MEDINA
35 SIAMO NAPOLI

PACIFIC BEACH
36 THE FISHERY

POINT LOMA
37 CESARINA

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
38 SOICHI